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Website Feedback Tool BugRem Helps Address and Fix Website Bug Issues Easily

Date : Apr 16, 2018
A small and lightweight website feedback tool, BugRem Helps site owners to address and fix bug
issues in their websites easily.

Scotts Valley, CA (April 16, 2018) - Website errors are often the cause for site crashes, making
users drift to some other website. BugRem is designed to prevent this from happening due to bugs.
It is a small code snippet of JavaScript that can track bugs and make sure that current processes
can manage all the feedbacks that need to be addressed.
This Website Feedback Tool helps customers to submit feedbacks and reports about bugs with
associated screenshots directly from any browser, such as Firefox or Chrome, without requiring any
other plugin.
It can help business or website owners get complete feedbacks from users / customers with
screenshots of website pages, their operating system, the browser that they are using, collected
HTML and JavaScript errors and more. Users can also mark sections of the site and post queries
that describe the problem more accurately.
Customer feedbacks are important for businesses, and especially when it comes to understanding
where websites are underperforming or hampering the user experience. BugRem brings problems to
instant notice. It can save a lot of time for website owners in understanding the underlying problem
in their websites, and in making the necessary fixes and improvements.
About Bugrem:
A website visitor feedback tool, BugRem is a small JavaScript code snippet that is designed to boost
the overall customer satisfaction for businesses by gathering feedbacks and having them arranged
into suitable test reports.
For more details and further enquiries, please visit https://bugrem.com/
Media Contact:
Bugrem
11 Bean Creek Road Number 7
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-0000
Email: Contact@BugRem.com
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